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THE INVARIANT RING OF m MATRICES UNDER THE
ADJOINT ACTION BY A SUBGROUP OF A PRODUCT OF
GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS
JASON MORTON AND JACOB TURNER
Abstract. Let V “ V1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vn be a vector space over an algebraically
closed ﬁeld K of characteristic zero. We study the ring of polynomial invari-
ants KrEndpV q‘msG of m endomorphisms of V under the adjoint action (by
conjugation) of a subgroup of GLpV1qˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆGLpVnq. We ﬁnd that the ring is
generated by certain generalized trace monomials TrMσ where M is a multiset
with entries in rms “ t1, . . . ,mu and σ P Snm is a choice of n permutations
of rms, and give bounds on the degree in which the invariant ring is gener-
ated. For rank-one endomorphisms, if dimVi “ m “ 2, the Tr
M
σ generate the
invariant ring in degree 11, and if m ě 3, in degree 6
`
m
3
˘
` 16. For general
endomorphisms, the degree bound for dimVi “ 2 is 6
`
rm
3
˘
` 16 where r is the
generic rank of EndpV q as a 4ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ 4 (n times) tensor.
Keywords: Invariant ring; degree bounds; partial trace
1. Introduction
Let V “ V1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vn be a vector space over an algebraically closed field K
of characteristic zero. We study the ring of polynomial invariants KrEndpV q‘msG
of m endomorphisms of V under the adjoint action (by conjugation) of a local
group G, that is a subgroup of GLpV1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ GLpVnq. We find that for local
groups including local GL and SL, this ring is generated by certain generalized
trace monomials TrMσ where M is a multiset with entries in rms “ t1, . . . ,mu and
σ P Snm is a choice of n permutations of rms, and give bounds on the degree in which
the invariant ring is generated. The case n “ 1 was solved by Procesi [21]. The local
(ną1) version of this problem and its relatives has recently become more important
due to applications to understanding quantum states [2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 15, 18], as well
as statistical models and computational complexity theory [16].
Given a representation of a group G on a vector space V over a field K, various
general upper bounds have been given ([4, 3, 20, 10]) on the generating degree
βGpV q :“ mintd | KrV s
G is generated by polynomials of degree ď du.
We obtain improved bounds by specializing to the case βGtpEndpV q
‘mq.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss preliminaries, the
relevant double commutator theorem, and the multilinear invariants. In Section 3,
we give the invariant ring KrEndpV q‘msG, and in Section 4 bound the degree of
its generators.
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2. Preliminaries, the double commutator, and multilinear invariants
Consider a K vector space V “ V1b¨ ¨ ¨bVn where Vi is a ti-dimensional complex
vector space, so V bm – V bm
1
b¨ ¨ ¨bV bmn . Any subgroup of the local general linear
group GLt “ ˆ
n
i“1GLpti,Kq acts on V and also on its mth tensor power V
bm, and
this action commutes with the action of Snm (the nth power of the symmetric group
on m letters) on V bm. We are particularly interested in subgroups of Gt Ď GLt
whose centralizer is precisely Snm.
Given a representation ϕ : G Ñ EndpV bmq, denote by xGy the linear span of
the image of G under the map ϕ. Let us consider Gt “ ˆ
n
i“1Gti Ď GLt. Standard
representation theory arguments (See e.g. [6, 16]) lead to the following.
Theorem 2.1. Suppose EndSmpV
bm
i q “ xGtiy for every i. Then
(a) EndSnmpV
bmq “ xGty.
(b) EndGtpV
bmq “ xSnmy.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we assume that Gt has the above property. In
the complex case, groups such as SUt “ ˆ
n
i“1SUpti,Cq and Ut “ ˆ
n
i“1Upti,Cq sat-
isfy this property since each Upti,Cq generates the same group algebra as GLpti,Cq.
The local special linear group SLt “ ˆ
n
i“1SLpti,Kq satisfies it as well.
As Theorem 2.1 suggests, we describe a surjectionbni“1CrSms Ñ KrEndpV q
‘msGt .
We follow Kraft and Procesi’s ([14]) treatment of the Fundamental Theorems, gen-
eralizing to local conjugation by Gt; see also Leron [17]. We get the following
generalization of trace functions:
Definition 2.2. For σ “ pσ1, . . . , σnq P S
n
m, let σi “ pr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rkqps1 ¨ ¨ ¨ slq ¨ ¨ ¨ be a
disjoint cycle decomposition. For such a σ P Snm, define the trace monomials by
Trσ “ Tσ1 ¨ ¨ ¨Tσn on EndpV q
‘m, where
Tσip
â
Aj1, . . . ,
â
Ajmq “ TrpAir1 ¨ ¨ ¨AirkqTrpAis1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aislq ¨ ¨ ¨
and extend multilinearly.
Theorem 2.3. The multilinear invariants of EndpV q‘m under the adjoint action
of Gt are generated by the Trσ.
Proof. Let M be the multilinear functions from EndpV q‘m – pV b V ˚q‘m Ñ K.
Then we can identify M with pV b V ˚q˚bm by the universal property of tensor
product. But we have an isomorphism
α : EndpV qbm Ñ pV b V ˚q˚bm
given by αpAqpϕ b φq “ φpAϕq which is GLpV q-equivariant. So we get a Gt-
equivariant isomorphism EndpV qbm –M . This induces an isomorphism
EndGtpV
bmq –MGt
where MGt are the Gt-invariant multilinear functions.
Since V bm – V bm
1
b¨ ¨ ¨bV bmn , we can write α “
Â
αi where αi are the induced
isomorphisms EndpViq
bm Ñ pVi b V
˚
i q
˚bm. Note that the following holds for the
isomorphism αi:
(a) Trpαipv b ϕqq “ ϕpvq
(b) αipv1 b ϕ1q ˝ αipv2 b ϕ2q “ αipv1 b ϕ1pv2qϕ2q
Since EndGtpV
bmq – MGt , by Theorem 2.1, we just need the image of σ P
S
n
m under the isomorphism α to find the generators of M
Gt . So consider σ “
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2
α
ÞÑ
1
2
– 1 2
Figure 1. Illustration of the isomorphism on invariants induced
by the Gt-equivariant isomorphism α in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
This sends a trace monomial Trσ, σ P S
n
m acting on pEndV q
‘m
(left) to a pairing invariant of pV b V ˚q˚bm (middle), and the
simplified cycle decomposition form (right) in Sections 3 and 4.
Here m“n“2 and σ “ pq, p12q, with p12q acting on the solid wire.
pσ1, . . . , σnq; we have
αpσq
`â
i,j
ϕij b
â
i,j
φij
˘
“
`â
i,j
φij
˘
p
â
i,j
ϕiσ´1
i
pjq
˘
“
nź
i“1
φimpϕiσ´1
i
pmqq “ Tσ´1
1
¨ ¨ ¨T
σ
´1
n
“ Trσ´1
see Figure 1 for an illustration. 
3. Tensor Network Representations of Invariants
Consider an ordered multisetM “ tmiu with elements from rms, and denote the
group of permutations on |M | letters by S|M |. Let σ “ pσ1, . . . , σnq P S
n
|M |. Let
pmr1 ¨ ¨ ¨mrkqpms1 ¨ ¨ ¨mslq ¨ ¨ ¨ be a disjoint cycle decomposition for σi.
Definition 3.1. Given a multiset M and σ P Sn|M |, define the trace monomials on
EndpV q‘m by their action on simple tensors in
Ân
i“1 EndpViq,
TMσi p
nâ
j“1
Aj1, . . . ,
nâ
j“1
Ajmq “ TrpAimr1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aimrk qTrpAims1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aimsl q ¨ ¨ ¨
TrMσ “
dź
i“1
TMσi
and extending multilinearly to EndpV q‘m.
Note that Definition 3.1 differs from Definition 2.2 in that it allows for repetition
(akin to the difference between standard and semi-standard Young tableaux).
For our combinatorial approach to degree bounds, it is convenient to consider in-
variants as represented by tensor networks. A tensor network [19] is a graph possibly
with dangling edges, a vector space associated to each edge, and a complex ten-
sor associated to each vertex. After contractions along the internal (non-dangling)
edges, the network represents an element in the tensor product of the vector spaces
associated to the dangling edges; this element is called the value of the network.
Alternatively a tensor network is a diagram in the monoidal category of finite-
dimensional complex vector spaces and linear transformations. That is, a tensor
network is a graphical way to represent formulas in a monoidal category built up
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from objects, morphisms, composition, and tensor product [13, 22]. In this formal-
ism, objects are represented by arrows and morphisms are represented by boxes
with some number of arrows entering and exiting. Tensor product is denoted by
placing arrows and boxes in parallel. Composition is achieved simply by matching
output wires of one box with the input wires of another.
Observation 3.2. Each trace monomial TrMσ corresponds to a tensor network.
Each TrpA1 ¨ ¨ ¨Akq, where the Ai are 2ˆ 2 matrices drawn from a set of m such
matrices has a representation as a tensor network by
A1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ak .
A trace monomial TrσM acting on a simple tensor is a product of such loops.
For example, let V “ V1 b V2 and take M “ t1, 2, 1u “ tm1,m2,m3u and σ “
ppm1m2qpm3q, pm1qpm2m3qq P S
2
3 . Then the degree-three trace monomial Tr
M
σ pA1b
B1, A2 bB2q is equal to the tensor network:
1
2
1
–
σ
A1 A2 A1
B1 B2 B1
.
Thus M tells us which elments of EndpV q are selected and σ how to connect the
wires. The trace monomials TrMσ defined on simple tensors in EndpV1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ b
EndpVnq extend to all of EndpV q
‘m. In particular, a matrixM in a tensor network
whose wires correspond to copies of the vector space C2 decomposes as a sum of
simple tensors of 2 ˆ 2 matrices: M “
ř
j
`
bni“1 Aij
˘
, and we are considering m
such M .
For example, arbitrary M1,M2 P EndpV1 b V2q
‘m are of rank at most four. So
M1 “
ř4
i“1A1i bB1i and M2 “
ř4
i“1 A2i bB2i, corresponding to a sum of tensor
network diagrams as follows:
M1 M2 M1 “
ř
i,j,k
A1i
B1i
A2j
B2j B1k
A1k
.
Multiset reordering corresponds to the action of an element of Sn|M | as an auto-
morphism of the invariant ring. In the following we assume that M is in weakly
increasing order, so the M in our example would become M “ t1, 1, 2u.
3.1. Description of the Invariant Ring. It is clear the trace monomials are
invariant under the action of Gt. To see that they generate all invariant functions
we consider multihomogeneous invariants as restitutions.
Definition 3.3. A function f P KrV1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vrs is multihomogeneous of degree
d “ pd1, . . . , drq if fpλ1v1, . . . , λrvrq “ λ
d1
1
¨ ¨ ¨λdrr fpv1, . . . , vrq.
The coordinate ring KrV1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vrs can be graded with respect to the mul-
tidegree, and the multihomogeneous components of an invariant polynomial are
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themselves invariant. So the multihomogeneous components of KrV1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vrs
G
generate this ring. Details can be found in Kraft and Procesi [14], from which we
also need a result on restitution. Suppose f P KrV ‘d1
1
‘¨ ¨ ¨‘V ‘drr s is a multilinear
polynomial. Then the restitution of f , Rf P KrV1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Vrs is defined by
Rfpv1, . . . , vrq “ fpv1, . . . , v1
d1
, . . . , vr, . . . , vr
dr
q.
Proposition 3.4 ([14]). Assume char K=0 and V1, . . . , Vm are representations of
a group G. Then every multihomogeneous invariant f P KrV1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘Vms
G of degree
d “ pd1, . . . , dmq is the restitution of a multilinear invariant F P KrV
‘d1
1
‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘
V ‘dmm s
G.
With this we can obtain the generators for the Gt-invariants.
Theorem 3.5. The ring of Gt-invariants of EndpV q
‘m is generated by the TrMσ .
Proof. After Definition 3.3 we observed that the multihomogeneous invariants gen-
erate all the invariants. Let W “ EndpV q. Consider a multihomogeneous invariant
function of degree d “ pd1, . . . , dmq inKrW
‘ms. It is the restitution of a multilinear
invariant in KrW‘d1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘W‘dms. Let D “
ř
di.
By Proposition 3.4, we need only look at the restitutions of Trσ, for σ P S
n
D. It
suffices to compute the restitution of Trσ “
ś
Tσi on simple tensors. So consider
TσipA
‘d1
1
, . . . , A‘dmm q where Ai “ A1i b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ani. Let σi have a disjoint cycle
decomposition pr1 ¨ ¨ ¨ rkqps1 ¨ ¨ ¨ slq ¨ ¨ ¨ .
However, since the the input matrices are not all distinct, we can think of σi
as an element of SnM where M “ tm1, . . . ,mDu “ t1, . . . , 1, . . . ,m . . . ,mu and the
number of occurrences of i in M is di. The disjoint cycle decomposition becomes
pmr1 ¨ ¨ ¨mrkqpms1 ¨ ¨ ¨mslq ¨ ¨ ¨ and we get that TσipA
‘d1
1
, . . . , A‘dmm q “ T
M
σi
.
This gives us that the restitution of Trσ is
ś
TMσi “ Tr
M
σ . Thus these functions
agree on simple tensors and are extended multilinearly, so they agree everywhere
and generate the ring of invariants. 
Note that TrMσ Tr
M 1
σ1 “ Tr
M\M 1
σ\σ1 , where σ \ σ
1 is the induced permutation on
M \ M 1. So every invariant is a linear combination of the generators above;
we have a surjection from the tensor product of group algebras bni“1CrSms Ñ
KrEndpV q‘msGt . This gives an explicit description of all invariants under Gt,
namely as linear combinations of tensor networks.
4. Bounding the Degree of the Generators
Of particular interest to us is the case when V “ pK2qbn. To draw conclusions
about particular networks, it is useful to enumerate or at least bound the degree
of the generators of KrEndpV q‘msGt . Much is known about ring of invariants of
EndpV q‘m under the adjoint representation of GLpV q including that it is Cohen-
Macaulay and Gorenstein [11]; see Formanek [5] for an exposition. We will be
able to use several classical theorems that will allow us to bound the degrees of
generators for our related ring of invariants, beginning with the following:
Theorem 4.1 ([14]). If EndGpV
bmq “ xSmy, then KrEndpV q
‘msG under the
adjoint action is generated by
TrpAi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aik q 1 ď i1, . . . , ik ď m
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A1 A2 A1
B1 B2 B1
“ A1 A2 A1
B1 B2 B1
ˆ vs.
A2 A1 A1
B2 B1 B1
Figure 2. The network on the left factors as Tr1,2,1p12q,p23q “
Tr1,2p12q,p12qTr
1
pq,pq into generators of smaller degree, while the net-
work Tr2,1,1p12q,p23q on the right does not factor.
where k ď dimpV q2. If n “ dimpV q ď 3, k ď
`
n`1
2
˘
suffices.
This, however, does not provide a bound on the degree. Note that the degree of
TrMσ as a polynomial in the matrix entries equals |M |. To see the issue, consider
the tensor networks depicted in Figure 2. Some trace monomials such as Tr1,2,1p12q,p23q
factor into trace monomials of smaller degree, Tr1,2,1p12q,p23q “ Tr
1,2
p12q,p12qTr
1
pq,pq, while
others such as Tr2,1,1p12q,p23q do not.
We will need to bound the maximal degree of a trace monomial which does not
factor. This will require a somewhat detailed combinatorial argument which will
occupy the rest of this section. We begin with the following definitions.
Definition 4.2. The size of TMσi is defined to be the size of the largest cycle in the
disjoint cycle decomposition of σi.
Definition 4.3. Given a minimal set of generators, the girth of KrEndpV q‘msGt
is a tuple pw1, . . . , wnq where wi is the maximum size of any T
M
σi
appearing in a
generator. The girth of a function TrMσ is a tuple ps1, . . . , snq, where si is the size
of TMσi .
Note that the girth of the simple case KrEndpV qsGti is simply the minimum k
such that the functions tTrpAi1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aik q : 1 ď i1, . . . , ik ď mu generate it. We put
a partial ordering on girth as follows: pw1, . . . , wnq ă pw
1
1, . . . , w
1
nq if Di such that
wi ă w
1
i and for no j do we have w
1
j ă wj . The girth is bounded locally by the
square of the dimension.
Proposition 4.4. If pw1, . . . , wnq is the girth of KrEndpV q
‘msGt , then wi ď yi,
where yi is the girth of KrEndpViq
‘msGti . In particular for V “ V1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Vn,
the girth of KrEndpV q‘msGt is bounded by pt21, . . . , t
2
nq. If ti ď 3, then the girth is
bounded by
``
t1`1
2
˘
, . . . ,
`
tn`1
2
˘˘
.
Proof. First note that TMσi lies in the invariant ring Ri “ KrEndpViq
‘msGti . Thus
it has size at most yi, where yi is the girth of Ri. Now apply Theorem 4.1. 
As we mentioned above, we are specifically interested in the case where V “
pK2qbn. The case where n “ 1 and the generators of KrEndpK2q‘msGt are well
understood. We make use of the following theorem for the two-dimensional case.
Theorem 4.5 ([1]). The ring KrEndpK2q‘msGt is minimally generated by
TrpAiq 1 ď i ď m
TrpAi1Ai2q 1 ď i1, i2 ď m, and
TrpAi1Ai2Ai3q 1 ď i1 ă i2 ă i3 ď m.
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So we may assume that TrMσi is written in terms of the trace monomials in
Theorem 4.5. The degree bound for generators ofKrEndpV q‘msGt we give depends
on the generic tensor rank of EndpV q as an element of
Ân
i“1 EndpViq.
We begin the analysis by restricting to the tensors in EndpV q which are rank one
in
Ân
i“1 EndpViq in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 and then will consider linear combinations
of these to obtain the general case in Section 4.3.
4.1. Girth at most p2, . . . , 2q invariants operating on rank-one tensors. Let
S be the subvariety of EndpK2qbn of rank one matrices, i.e. matrices of the formÂn
i“1Mi, Mi P EndpK
2q. First we bound the degree on a simpler ring, which we
call Rtrans, which is the subring of R “ KrS
‘msGt generated by functions with
girth at most p2, . . . , 2q. Note that in the case m “ 2, Rtrans “ R.
We want to show that for |M | sufficiently large, for any σ P SnM , Tr
M
σ factors as
TrMσ “ Tr
Ma
σa
TrMbσb for two disjoint multisets Ma,Mb with M “Ma YMb.
Definition 4.6. Let M 1 ĎM be a sub-multiset. Let x1, . . . , xk PM . We say that
M 1 does not separate the points x1, . . . , xk if either txiu Ď M
1 or txiu Ď MzM
1.
Otherwise, we say M 1 separates x1, . . . , xn.
Definition 4.7. Given a trace polynomial TrMσ , we say that M
1 Ď M separates a
monomial of TrMσ if there is a trace monomial TrpAim1 ¨ ¨ ¨Aimkq, 1 ď k ď 3, in Tr
M
σ
such that M 1 separates m1, . . . ,mk. Otherwise we say that M
1 does not separate
monomials of TrMσ .
We can now rephrase what it means for a trace polynomial to factor in a more
convenient way.
Definition 4.8. A trace polynomial TrMσ factors if there exists M
1 ĹM such that
M 1 does not separate monomials of TrMσ .
We describe an tableau-shape for a multiset M that we will use to encode which
elements of M we want to be inseparable. For the purposes of this subsection, at
most two elements of M will be inseparable.
The tableau-shape of M , M, will be a collection of pairs, r , s, and singles r s,
which are unfilled, arranged in a particular pattern, see Figure 3 (a). Let M be
drawn from rms and let s “ |M |. There will be m` 1 rows. The first m rows each
have t s
2
u pairs and will be labeled from top to bottom by the elements of rms. The
last row, which we call the augmented row, contains s singles followed by t s
2
u pairs.
In the tableau-shape, pairs represent inseparable elements in M . Singles represent
elements that are separable from all other elements.
So given a trace polynomial TMσi , 1 ď i ď n, we fill M in the following way: Out
of the first m rows, we interpret the kth row as those inseparable pairs m1,m2 PM
where m1 “ m2 “ k. We call such pairs duplicate pairs. There are at most t
s
2
u of
them. In the augmented row, the singles represent separable elements. The pairs
in the augmented row represent inseparable pairs m1,m2 P M where m1 ‰ m2.
These are called non-duplicate pairs.
So we fill up M by declaring the pairs m1,m2, inseparable if TrpAim1Aim2q
appears in TMσi . We place the inseparable pairs in M in the way described above.
Note that there is some non-uniqueness in how to fill the augmented row. We
call a filled tableau-shape simply a tableau. This gives a recipe for taking a trace
polynomial TMσi and filling M to give a tableau which we denote Tσi . An example
is given in Figure 3 (b).
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(a) M
11 1 2 2 3
(b) Tσi
1 3
2 2
1 1
(c) T˜σi
Figure 3. For M “ t1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3u, m “ 3, and σi “
pm1qpm2qpm3m4qpm5m6q.
Let T be a tableau. Then choosing an 1 ď i ď n, we can associate a function
TMσi , for some σi, to T. First let us disregard pairs or singles containing no elements.
Secondly, if a pair has a single element, move that element to a single in the
augmented column. Then for every pair rm1,m2s in the tableau, TrpAim1Aim2q
appears in TMσi . For every single, rm1s, TrpAim1q appears. Let the fi,T denote the
function that T represents for choice of i. Note that fi,Tσi “ T
M
σi
.
We define an equivalence relation „ on tableaux in the following way: T1 „ T2
if fi,T1 “ fi,T2 , which will be independent of choice of i. Now let T1 and T2 be
two different fillings of M, T1 „ T2. Then if we allow horizontal permutations of
the elements in a row and vertical permutations of elements in a column, we can
permute T1 into T2.
Now suppose we are considering a tableau Tσi filled from M. We make two types
of adjustments. First, take any two elements m1,m2 appearing in singles in the
augmented row. We declare them inseparable. We do this until there is at most
one element appearing in a single left.
Secondly, look at the non-duplicate pairs. Suppose there are two elements of rms
repeated in this row. So we have the pairs rm1,m2s, rm3,m4s where m1 “ m3. We
replace these two pairs with rm1,m3s, rm2,m4s and then move the pair rm1,m3s
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to the appropriate row of duplicate pairs. We repeat until all elements appearing
in non-duplicate pairs are distinct. Lastly, we flush all elements are far right as
possible. Note that the augmented row has at most 2tm
2
u` 1 elements. Let us call
this adjusted tableau T˜σi . An example is given in Figure 3 (c).
Now we consider a restricted set of permutations on our adjusted tableaux.
Let Paug be permutations of the elements of the augmented row and Pvert be
permutations of elements within a column, for any column. Then our restricted
permutations are Paug ˆ Pvert. In fact, we can insist that the permutation in Paug
is always applied first, followed by the permutation from Pvert.
Observation 4.9. Consider two functions TMσi and T
M
σj
. Since many types of
permutations on T˜σi are trivial with respect to „, it is not hard to see that there is
a permutation in Paug ˆ Pvert that takes T˜σi to a tableau T
1 „ Tσj , although they
won’t be equal in general.
Theorem 4.10. The TrMσ with degree at most 2pm ` 1qt
m
2
u ` 2m ` 1 generate
Rtrans.
Proof. Let us first consider T˜σ1 . T˜σ1 differs from a tableau T
1 such that T1 „ Tσi
by first applying a horizontal permutation in the augmented row and then vertical
permutations in the columns, for any i.
Not suppose that |M | ą 2pm`1qtm
2
u`2m`1. Then there are at least 2tm
2
u`3
filled columns in T˜σ1 . Indeed, suppose T˜σ1 had only 2t
m
2
u` 2 filled columns, what
is the maximum |M |? This is the case where there are tm
2
u ` 1 duplicate pairs for
every element of rms as well as tm
2
u non-duplicate pairs and one single. Thus the
duplicate pairs contribute 2mtm
2
u ` 2m to the size of |M | and the augmented row
contributes 2tm
2
u ` 1.
Now let M 1 be the elements filling the rightmost 2tm
2
u` 2 columns, so M 1 ĹM .
Note that the restricted set of permutations we described above preserve M 1 as
the subset of M filling the rightmost 2tm
2
u ` 2 columns of T1 and fσi,T1 “ T
M
σi
.
Furthermore, M 1 does not separate monomials for all TMσi . So Tr
M
σ factors. 
Corollary 4.11. For m “ 2, the βGtpKrS
‘msq ď 11.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.10 by substituting in 2 for m and noticing that
Rtrans “ R when m “ 2. 
4.2. General girth, rank-one tensors. For general m, R has girth p3, . . . , 3q.
We adapt the ideas from the previous section to achieve our degree bound.
For a multisetM , we define a tableau-shapeM the same as before but with extra
rows added above. We add
`
m
3
˘
rows each with t s
3
u triplets r , , s, s “ |M |. We
will think of each of these rows corresponding to a trace monomial TrpAi1Ai2Ai3q,
1 ď i1 ă i2 ă i3 ď m.
We call a filled tableau-shape a tableau and, as before, we can associate to a
tableau T a trace polynomial TMσi for some i, which we denote fi,T, and we define
the same equivalence relation „ as before. Given a trace polynomial TMσi , we fill M
as before, but now placing the trace monomials TrpAi1Ai2Ai3q is the corresponding
row. We call this tableau Tσi . We have fi,Tσi “ T
M
σi
.
Given a tableau Tσi , we will form another tableau T˜σi by first performing the
two adjustments we did before. In addition, suppose there are three non-duplicate
pairs in the augmented row: rm1,m2s, rm3,m4s, rm5,m6s, and we can assume
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that m1 ă m2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă m6. Then replace these three pairs with the triplets
rm1,m2,m3s, rm4,m5,m6s, which are then placed in their appropriate rows.
If there are two non-duplicate pairs and one single left afterwards, then one of the
non-duplicate pairs contains two elements distinct from the element in the single.
We declare this pair and single inseparable and place it in the appropriate triplet
row. Otherwise, there may be two non-duplicate pairs left and no singles.
We also make adjustments on the duplicate pairs. For rm1,m1s, rm2,m2s, and
rm3, 3s, replace them with rm1,m2,m3s, rm1,m2,m3s
One may object that we separated m3 and m4, for example, while they we
clearly inseparable originally. This does not matter however since we do not require
fi,T˜σi
“ fi,Tσi and it will still be true that T˜σi differs from Tσi by some combination
of horizontal and vertical permutations. Note that the augmented row of T˜σi has
at most four elements. There are at most two non-empty rows of duplicate pairs.
Observation 4.12. Suppose we have two function Tσi and Tσj . Once again, many
of these permutations on T˜σi are trivial with respect to „. Once again, there is a
permutation Paug ˆ Pvert that transforms T˜σi into a tableau T
1, T1 „ Tσj . We can
insist, as before, that the element of Paug is applied first.
Theorem 4.13. For m ě 3, βGtpKrS
‘msq ď 6
`
m
3
˘
` 16.
Proof. Let us first consider T˜σ1 . T˜σ1 differs from a tableau T
1 such that T1 „ Tσi
by first applying a horizontal permutation in the augmented row and then vertical
permutations in the columns, for any i.
Not suppose that |M | ą 6
`
m
3
˘
` 15. Then there are at least seven filled columns
in T˜σ1 . Indeed, suppose T˜σ1 had only six filled columns, what is the maximum
|M |? The augmented row accounts for four elements. Every column (excluding
elements in the augmented row) accounts for
`
m
3
˘
` 2 elements. Thus there are at
most 6
`
m
3
˘
` 16 elements in the tableau.
Now let M 1 be the elements filling the rightmost six columns, so M 1 ĹM . Note
that the restricted set of permutations we described above preserveM 1 as the subset
of M filling the rightmost six columns of T1 and fσi,T1 “ T
M
σi
. Furthermore, M 1
does not separate monomials for all TMσi . So Tr
M
σ factors. 
Example 4.14. Let V be the subvariety of EndpC2q of rank one matrices. Let V ‘2
be acted on by G “ GLp2,Cq ˆ GLp2,Cq. The ring CrV ‘2sG has 23 generators.
For a pair of 4ˆ 4 matrices pA,Bq “ pA1 bA2, B1 bB2q, the generators are:
TrpA1B1qTrpA2B2q, TrpA1qTrpA2q, TrpA1qTrpA1B1qTrpB2qTrpA
2
2q,
TrpA1qTrpB1qTrpA2B2q , TrpB1qTrpB2q, TrpA
2
1qTrpB1qTrpA2B2qTrpA2q,
TrpA1B1qTrpA2qTrpB2q, TrpA
2
1qTrpA
2
2q, TrpB1qTrpA1B1qTrpA2qTrpB
2
2q,
TrpA21qTrpB
2
1qTrpA2B2q
2, TrpB21qTrpB
2
2q, TrpA1qTrpB
2
1qTrpB2qTrpA2B2q,
TrpA1B1q
2TrpA22qTrpB
2
2q, TrpA1q
2TrpA22q, TrpA1B1q
2TrpA22qTrpB2q
2,
TrpA1q
2TrpB21qTrpA2B2q
2, TrpA21qTrpA2q
2,
TrpA21qTrpB1q
2TrpA2B2q
2, TrpB21qTrpB2q
2,
TrpA1B1q
2TrpA2q
2TrpB22q, TrpB1q
2TrpB22q,
TrpA1B1qTrpA1qTrpB1qTrpA
2
2qTrpB2q
2,
TrpA21qTrpB
2
1qTrpA2B2qTrpA2qTrpB2q
We then extend these functions multilinearly to give 23 TrMσ . By Corollary 4.11,
those TrMσ of degree at most 11 generate CrV
‘2sG. We simply enumerated all TrMσ
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up to degree 11 and removed those that were a product of functions of smaller
degree. Notice that the highest degree in this example is 4. We do not know if the
bounds given by Theorems 4.10 and 4.13 are sharp.
4.3. General case, arbitrary tensors.
Theorem 4.15. Let r be the generic rank of EndpV q as a 4ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ 4 “ 4n tensor.
Then βGtpKrEndpV q
‘msq ď 6
`
rm
3
˘
` 16.
Proof. This proof follows precisely the same logic as Theorem 4.13 with the differ-
ence that the tableaux can contain up to rm different matrices. 
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